


The BEST of HUMP!
The HUMP! Film Festival has been bringing audiences a new kind of porn since 2005. The festival features short dirty movies—each less
than five minutes—all created by people who aren’t porn stars but want to be one for a weekend. The filmmakers and stars show us
what they think is hot and sexy, creative and kinky, their ultimate turn-ons and their craziest fantasies. Our carefully curated program
is a cornucopia of body types, shapes, ages, colors, sexualities, genders, kinks, and fetishes—all united by a shared spirit of sex-positivity.
HUMP! is a celebration of creative sexual expression. You will see films at HUMP! that shock you. You will see films at HUMP! that make
you laugh. And you will see films at HUMP! that turn you on. You will also be touched by the sincerity and vulnerability with which these
films are lovingly made. HUMP!’s main mission is to change the way America sees—and makes and shares—porn.

BUTTHOLE LICKIN’, 2008 To kiss or not to kiss? That is the question two women must explore after one rims the other. 
Lesbian processing has never looked so good.

FUN WITH FIRE, 2009 And now for something artsy. An expert shows us the beauty of flame on (un-burnt, professionally done, 
don’t try this at home) flesh. This one will have audiences squirming in their seats.

RUMPY PUMPY, 2012 This animated celebration of body parts is more comprehensive a lesson in anatomy than anything you 
learned in school!

TUFF TITTIES: MOTOR BOYS, 2012 Hold on to your dipstick! Two sweaty mechanics spend an afternoon blowing valves, lubing
tailpipes, and checking under each other’s hoods.

EDENXXX, 2012 Years’ worth of home video from two massively horney burners condensed into three unforgettable minutes of furry
hats, glitter, and blowjobs galore.

THE BEAT, 2012 A morning self-love session ends with a surprise twist (that probably wouldn’t surprise anyone).

OUROBOROS, 2013 This hot gay sex rewind/infinity loop starts with a come shot and ends with a man in bed watching the sex he'll be
having later on his laptop. Ass-pounding and mind-bending!

FUCK, 2013 A spoken-word poet takes us on an erotic journey of our most carnal desires.

RUBE, 2014 Mr. Goldberg would have never imagined that his contraption would trigger such a sexy chain reaction!

THE GLORY HOLE, 2014 Some true love stories have more… well… provocative beginnings than others. Such is the case with this 
endearing San Francisco couple.

THE GROCER, 2014 Clean up on aisle 4! A night manager’s penchant for produce leads to a sticky-floored fantasy

SHORT before film - 7m.  First they commissioned it and then they banned it. This is the tourism advert the Greek National Tourism Organisation doesn't want you to see. 
Recently hacked from the government database we give you Athens as you deserve it. 
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